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Topic started on 23-2-2013 @ 04:15 PM by Phantasm

Whoa! What's THIS? I don't know what to think here. The footage seems

legit. The video was published on February 18th, 2013 and appears to show a

reporter out in the field doing a story on birds when a bright light appears

behind her much to the shock of the camera man who promptly bring it to the

reporters attention. The "light" object then seems to ascend and disappear! If

real it's pretty amazing, whatever it is.
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YouTube Link

Translation provided by Ravi Deka.

Birds, their element is the sky, but even their in their own territory they are not

always without danger. A gliding bird is a beauty and a secret no wonder to these

winged creatures are attributed so many songs, tales, poems and legends. But

unfortunately in the recent years this beauty is subjected to many dangers. In only

the last 350 years..

(Male voice) Alesya Look..

Female Voice (Russian Exclamation - something analogous to "Oh my

goodness")..what it it?..Wow..Blin( Pancake- another common Russian

Exclamation)..what is it..

(Male Voice) Disappeared..Crazy..

(Female Voice)..what was it?..Crazy..

News Anchor: This unusual and unexplained event was stumbled upon by our

correspondents Alesya Kveryaka and Andrei Sayenko while filming on the subject

on the International Day of Birds. As it was apparent the sky is not only the element

of the feathered. Of course we couldn't leave without attention what was seen by our

filming group and invited to our studio a specialist who specializes in the so called

UFOs which we so apparently saw on our screens. And so please get acquainted

with UFologist Ernest Palitaiv.

News Anchor: Good Evening, explain to us what was seen by our correspondents?

Good Evening, Of course I cannot affirm with full confidence . it is needed to

thoroughly study your film and talk with your correspondents, but is obviously not a

natural phenomenon and judging by the egress of colours, lights and by the

evolution of this object itself , they were lucky to witness representatives of an extra

planetary civilization.

All encounters with UFOs are divided into three categories. When man observes

unknown objects in the air, objects that have already landed on the ground and

contact with beings that have already landed. In other words the representatives of

NIT have become contacts of the 1st kind. Of course I know there are many skeptics

who have suspicions about the existence of extraterrestrials . and now arguments

are beige sorted out with new strength, but such meetings are only increasing.

News Anchor: But this event can be related to in different ways, in one way to an

accidental filming of the object but on the other hand as an unsupported testimony of

the witnesses.

Western Ufologists have calculated that from the beginning of the last century to the

real time the phenomenon of UFOs has been stumbled upon by over 5 million
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people, moreover some were famous people. famous Astronomer and Noble

Laureate Clyde Tumblr, President of the US Carter, Russian Scientist and Doctor of

Technical Sciences Kusov,. And one is blamed of Hallucinations or dilettantism. In

our Republic it is also by far not the first report. Of course because it was possible to

accidentally shoot the even on film is a miracle .

BTW can we see it again..

NIT is a TV channel from the Republic of Moldova, which has a sizable Russian

Speaking population. Interesting footage from Russia which seems to show a

glowing object appear behind a TV reporter during a recording. This made news

headlines in various parts of Russia last year but the mainstream media did not pick

it up or chose not to. What could this object be, an Alien, UFO, or something else, as

always you decide.

edit on 23/2/13 by Phantasm because: (no reason given)
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reply posted on 23-2-2013 @ 04:20 PM by skalla

ok, i'm no expert at all on film and fakes etc, but it looks pretty far from legit to

me..

it's also sus that the "wonder" reactions of the crew only appears when the object

comes on to the screen itself - thats a bit fishy, no?

reply posted on 23-2-2013 @ 04:21 PM by elevenaugust

Old news... from March 2008...

New ufo from Moldova

Newest topics, updated in real-time:

Judge orders mother to change son's name
  Religion, Faith, And Theology: 1 minutes ago

Afghan Govt offers Taliban new office in Turkey
or Saudi
  Middle East Issues: 5 minutes ago

I need help paying my tuition.
  Rant: 12 minutes ago

First dog Bo is airlifted to Obama holiday home
  US Political Madness: 20 minutes ago

Tenn. judge changes infant's name from
'Messiah' to Martin
  Other Current Events: 27 minutes ago

Weird interesting dream
  Dreams & Predictions: 39 minutes ago

Family Rescued In Pacific After Sailing
  Breaking Alternative News: 1 hours ago

New low for the Tea Party
  US Political Madness: 1 hours ago
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YouTube Link

edit on 23-2-2013 by elevenaugust because: (no reason given)

reply posted on 23-2-2013 @ 04:21 PM by funbox

i dont know whats more cheesy , the glowing fog effect , the light beems or the tiny

raspy noise as it makes its exit.

cheesedBox

reply posted on 23-2-2013 @ 04:24 PM by Phantasm

Originally posted by elevenaugust

Old news... from March 2008...

New ufo from Moldova

YouTube Link
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  Fragile Earth: 9 hours ago, 10 flags
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  Social Issues and Civil Unrest: 12 hours ago, 9 flags
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  Breaking Alternative News: 4 hours ago, 8 flags

Newest topics getting replies, in real-time:
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U.S./Mexico Border
  Breaking Alternative News: 9 hours ago, 81 replies
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edit on 23-2-2013 by elevenaugust because: (no reason given)

Wow! That IS old news! I used search but as you can see different 'headlines'. Oh

well.  Damn Youtubers posting stuff as new when it's not. 

reply posted on 23-2-2013 @ 04:32 PM by laurentius

I don't believe this video is real... what did the locals see?

reply posted on 23-2-2013 @ 04:32 PM by steppenwolf86

reply to post by Phantasm

I may be dumb, but to me it resembles the moment the sun goes down behind the

horizon.

reply posted on 23-2-2013 @ 04:46 PM by ThinkingCap

Ok. Yep, this is some terrible CGI.

If you genuinely made this thread without realizing this, then that is no problem. It

takes some time training the BS meter as to what is Fake.

StephenADG --- The channel - He is a known youtube hoaxer who profits off of

uploading all of recent hoaxes.

It may be worth while to examine the rest of his videos - if not for a great laugh,

but also to help train yourself as to what are terrible hoaxes, versus some pretty

decent ones.

reply posted on 23-2-2013 @ 05:28 PM by tsurfer2000h

reply to post by ThinkingCap

StephenADG --- The channel - He is a known youtube hoaxer who profits off of uploading

all of recent hoaxes.

Between ADG/ADG(UK)/ADGUKNEWS/Stephen Hannard,or whatever he calls

himself nowadays and thirdphaseofmoon you can almost guarantee a hoax video.

Here is a good one..

It Will Happen.
  Social Issues and Civil Unrest: 12 hours ago, 54 replies

What Is This Symbol?
  The Gray Area: 13 hours ago, 46 replies

Astronomers found an ancient star older then the
universe?
  Space Exploration: 14 hours ago, 42 replies

New low for the Tea Party
  US Political Madness: 1 hours ago, 33 replies

Warrantless Vaginal Searches Conducted By
Texas Police
  Posse Comitatus: 17 hours ago, 32 replies

A Question About Time
  Philosophy and Metaphysics: 11 hours ago, 30 replies

Post Apocalypse - what could you *not* live
without?
  Survival: 6 hours ago, 27 replies
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YouTube Link

reply posted on 23-2-2013 @ 06:09 PM by jiggerj

reply to post by Phantasm

A report on birds with no birds around. A bright light looking as hot as a nuclear

explosion and nobody instinctively runs for cover. I dunno, just not right.

reply posted on 24-2-2013 @ 04:29 PM by Lithops

I'd go for fake. Obviously the camera man would've followed it ascending... Or

something and not just casually pan to it and then leave it at that.

ETA: even in the year 2008 ;-)

edit on 24-2-2013 by Lithops because: (no reason given)

edit on 24-2-2013 by Lithops because: (no reason given)
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The Above Network, LLC, 1997 - 2009

You are free:

to copy, distribute, display, and perform the material

Under the following conditions:

Attribution. You must attribute authorship of the work to "skalla; a

member of AboveTopSecret.com", and include the title of the

message thread, Glowing Object Appears Next To TV Crew In

Russia 2013!; and this full link URL to the post:

http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread928861

/pg1#pid15980590. (Unless otherwise noted, photography and other

artwork linked within member posts are subject to the usage rights of the

individual owners of the linked artwork.)

Noncommercial. You may not use this work for commercial purposes.

This includes display on any website that contains advertising, accepts

member donations, or any other form of monetary compensation. Display

must be open to the general web browsing public with no access

restrictions.

No Derivative Works. You may not alter, transform, or build upon this

work.

For any reuse or distribution, you must make clear to others the license terms of

this work.

Any of these conditions can be waived if you get permission from The Above

Network, LLC.

Your fair use and other rights are in no way affected by the above.

This is a human-readable summary of the Legal Code (the full license).
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evolving. Material not hosted on AboveTopSecret.com, but linked in posts, are subject to the restrictions

of those respective domain owners.

If you want to share our material on a for-profit website (one with advertising), you'll need to use a small

snippet (not the entire post), and link back to the specific discussion thread post.

If you want to use entire posts or threads within a for-profit website, book, video, or other offline product,

please contact The Above Network, LLC for more information on how to arrange proper rights. We

assure you that we enthusiastically promote the efforts of our members and will work with you to

negotiate usage rights that are in the best interest in the "common good" of collaboration and sharing.

Learn how to distribute your work using this license
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